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POINTWISE DECAY TO CONTACT DISCONTINUITIES FOR 
SYSTEMS OF VISCOUS CONSERVATION LAWS* 

TAI-PING LIU+  AND ZHOUPING XIN* 

Abstract. In this paper we study the large time asymptotic behavior toward contact waves for 
a class of systems of viscous nonlinear conservation laws. Although a given contact discontinuity can 
not be an asymptotic attractor for the viscous system in general, yet for a large class of systems with 
some structure constraints, viscous contact waves, which are the exact solutions to the viscous systems 
and approximate the corresponding contact discontinuities on any finite interval, can be constructed 
explicitly and are shown to be asymptotically stable with small generic initial perturbations for the 
viscous systems provided that the strength of the contact discontinuities is suitably small. The 
leading order large time asymptotic form of the viscous solutions toward a contact wave can be 
determined a priorily by the distribution of the initial excessive mass, and is a superposition of the 
viscous contact wave (properly shifted) in the principal linearly degenerate field and nonlinear (or 
linear) diffusive waves in the transversal fields. The high order deviation of the viscous solutions 
from its leading order asymptotic ansatz is estimated pointwisely by constructing an approximate 
fundamental solution of the viscous system linearized around the viscous contact wave, and by 
analyzing the interactions among viscous contact waves and diffusive waves. The theory is applied 
to equations for one-dimensional polytropic gases. 

1. Introduction. We consider the large time asymptotic behavior of the solu- 
tions to the initial value problem for the system of viscous conservation laws of the 
form 

(1.1) dtu + dxf(u)=edZu,       xem\    t>0, 

where u = u(x,t), a vector-valued function in Rn, represents density variables with 
f(u) being its corresponding fluxes which is assumed to be smooth, and £ > 0 is a 
viscosity coefficient. (1.1) is supplemented with the initial data 

(1.2) u(x,0)=uo(x) 

satisfying 

(1.3) lim   uo(x) = u±, 
x—>dtoo 

where u+ and u- are two constant states in Rn. 
The qualitative behavior of the solutions to (1.1)-(1.3) is closely related to that 

of the corresponding inviscid system: 

(1.4) dtu + dxf(u)=0. 

It is assumed that (1.4) is hyperbolic, i.e., the Jacobian matrix /'(u) has real 
eigenvalues Xi(u) < Xziu) < ... < An(w) with corresponding left and right eigenvec- 
tors li(u) and ri(u) such that 

(1.5) L(ti)/'(ti)fl(t*) = A = diag{Ai(ti)1...,An(tt)} 

L(u)R(u) = I = Identity matrix 
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where L(u) = (ti(u),... ^(w))* and E(w) = (ri(u), r2{u),... ,rn(w)). An i-field is 
genuinely nonlinear (or linearly degenerate) if VA;(w)-r;(u) ^ 0 (or VAj(^)-ri(w) = 0). 
A contact discontinuity [5, 10], denoted by a triple (ui,ur,s), is a piecewise constant 
weak solution to (1.4) such that 

f(ui) - f(ur) = s(ui - ur),    s = Xi(ui) = Ai(wr) 

for some i,l < i < n. We will assume that there exists a p, 1 < p < n, such 
that \p-i(u) < Xp(u) < Ap+i(u), p-field is linearly degenerate, and (u+,U-) forms a 
contact discontinuity in the p-field, i.e., 

(1.6) /(w+) - f(u-) = 5(1x4. - w_),        5 = Ap(u+) = Ap(w_). 

By change of the independent variables if necessary, we can assume 5 = 0 in (1.6). 
Let Cp(u-) denote the p-contact wave curve through u- in the state space which is 
the integral manifold associated with the vector field rp(u). Choosing a nonsingular 
parameter p, we can write the p-contact wave curve Cv(u-) as 

(1.7) Cp{u-) = <u\u = u{p),— =rp(u(p)),u{p = P-) = u- \ • 

Then our main structural condition is that both lp(u) and rp(u) are constant along 
Cp(u-), i.e., 

(1.8) Vrp(u) • rp(u) = 0, Vlp{u) • rp(u) = 0        \fu € Cp(w_). 

It is noted that the condition (1.8) is trivially verified for the systems of equations for 
ideal gases (see section 4). Now let the initial data uo(x) in (1.2) be a generic small 
smooth perturbation of the contact discontinuity U = (u-^u+^O) described above. 
The major questions we will address in this paper are: (1) Is there a global (in time) 
solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1)-(1.3) for fixed e > 0?; 
(2) What is the precise large time asymptotic behavior of solutions to (1.1)-(1.3)? 
More precisely, can U = (u-, ti+, 0) be an asymptotic state for the viscous solutions 
to (1.1)-(1.3)? How can one determine the asymptotic (in time) derivation of the 
viscous solutions from the inviscid contact discontinuity [/? 

As observed in [13], an inviscid contact discontinuity can not be an asymptotic 
attractor for the viscous problem (1.1)-(1.3). It is, in general, only a metastable 
wave pattern as for the case of polytropic gases [13]. This is in contrast to the 
nonlinear waves: shock waves and rarefaction waves [7, 9, 11, 12]. Indeed, our main 
results in this paper state, roughly speaking, that although the contact discontinuity 
U is not an asymptotic state for the viscous system (LI) satisfying the structural 
condition (1.8), yet there exists a smooth exact solution U(x,t) to (1.1) which can be 
constructed explicitly and will be called viscous_ contact wave. The viscous contact 
wave has the following desired properties: First, U(x, t) approaches the inviscid contact 
discontinuity JJ uniformly on any given finite interval as the viscosity coefficient e goes 
to zero. In fact, the estimate 

(1-9) ll^(^)-t/(.5t)||LP(Ri)<C(8t)* 

holds for a constant C > 0, and any p > 1. Second, the viscous contact wave U(x,t) 
is nonlinearly stable for the Cauchy problem (Ll)-(1.3) provided the strength of the 
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contact wave, \u+ —U-\,is suitably small. Furthermore, the leading order asymptotic 
structure of the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) is described by the superposition of the viscous 
contact wave (with center properly shifted) in the p-field and nonlinear (or linear) 
diffusion waves in the transversal fields, and the shift and the masses carried by the 
diffusion waves can be determined a priori from the distribution of the initial excessive 
mass. The high order deviation of the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) from its leading order 
asymptotic ansatz can be estimated pointwisely and optimal rate of convergence (in 
time) can be obtained. 

One of the main difficulties in analyzing contact waves lies in the fact that contact 
waves are in the linearly degenerate fields and thus less stable [13]. Also since a generic 
perturbation of a contact wave introduces diffusive waves (see section 2 for details) 
in the transversal fields, the propagation and interactions of these diffusion waves 
with the linear contact wave is the other major issue here. Our analysis to overcome 
these difficulties contains two new elements. The first and most important element is 
the accurate pointwise estimate on the fundamental solution to the linear parabolic 
system obtained by linearizing (1.1) around the viscous contact wave, i.e., 

(i.io) dtu + dx{Vf(y{x,t))u) =edlu. 

System (1.10) is uniformly parabolic with variable convection coefficients, so the large 
time pointwise estimate on its fundamental solution matrix poses a nontrivial task. 
By using characteristic decomposition, we first approximate the fundamental matrix 
by a diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal element is the fundamental solution to the 
scalar converted equation 

(1.11) dtd + dx(ad)=dld 

with a = a(x, t) = A;(U(x, t)). We then approximate the fundamental solution to the 
scalar equation (1-11) by the following expression 

(1.12) Kifatixotto) =     > =exp \ tK '        ?       \ ,        t < t0 
y/47r(to -1) I 4(£o -1)      J 

where 

mv(x, t; XQ, to) = (x - xo), 

(1.13) mi(x,t; xo,to) = a(x,t) f / + (to -t))        i £ p, 

a(x,t) = \i(x,t) = Xi(U(x,t)). 

We will show that this procedure yields the desired pointwise estimate on the fun- 
damental solution to (1.10). Using the fundamental solution matrix to (1.10), one 
derives (in a standard way) the integral equation for the deviation of the solution to 
(1.1)-(1.3) from its leading order asymptotic ansatz (the superposition of the shifted 
viscous contact wave with the diffusion waves in the transversal fields) by DuhamePs 
principle. Since this integral equation involves also the convolution of the fundamen- 
tal solution matrix to (1.10) with the sources due to the nonlinear coupling of the 
diffusion waves in the transversal fields and the nonlinear terms involving the higher 
order deviation itself, the second main element in our analysis is the study of the inter- 
actions among diffusion waves and the viscous contact wave. In particular, the effects 
on the p-th field due to the self interaction of the diffusion waves in the transversal 
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directions. This is achieved by describing the precise pointwise asymptotic form for 
the high order deviation and justifying it through an elaborate iteration processure. 
This is partly motivated by the work of Liu-Zeng [8] in which the asymptotic stability 
toward constant state is proved. 

There have been intensive studies on the large time asymptotic behavior for so- 
lutions to systems of viscous conservation laws including (1.1), see [1, 6-8, 10-13]. 
Almost all the results deal with the nonlinear stability of constants, viscous shock pro- 
files, and rarefaction waves. In particular, pointwise explicit time-asymptotic forms 
toward constant state for solutions to general quasilinear hyperbolic-parabolic sys- 
tems of conservation laws have been obtained in [8]. Nonlinear stability of contact 
discontinuities for the 1-dimensional compressible Euler equation for the polytropic 
gases with uniform viscosity have been proved in [13] without the rate of convergence. 
The method employed in [13] is different from our general analysis here which yield 
optimal rate of convergence. 

Several remarks are in order. First, since the system (1.1) has uniform viscosity, 
so the standard model for compressible Navier-Stokes equations can not fit into this 
class. However, we do expect that the similar results hold true for the compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations for the polytropic gases based on the analysis in [13] and this 
paper. However this is left for the future. On the other hand, it should be noted 
that the asymptotic behavior toward contact discontinuity for solutions to (1.1)- 
(1.3) is interesting on its own right since (1.1) governs the leading order behavior of 
many first order (including the Lax-Friedrichs) numerical discretization of the general 
inviscid system (1.4). Finally, we note that the structural condition (1.8) plays an 
important role in both our construction of leading order of asymptotic ansatz and the 
stability analysis. The asymptotic behavior toward contact discontinuity for solutions 
to general viscous systems without the structural condition (1.8) is an open question. 

We conclude this introduction by outlining the rest of this paper. In section 2, 
we first construct the leading order asymptotic ansatz as a superposition of a shifted 
viscous contact wave and nonlinear (or linear) diffusion waves in the transversal fields. 
The viscous contact wave, which approximates the inviscid contact discontinuity, is 
constructed by diffusing out the discontinuities along the contact wave curve Cv(u-). 
The general solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1)-(1.3) can be decomposed as the sum 
of this leading asymptotic ansatz with a reminder. The error equation for the reminder 
is obtained. We then state our precise stability theorem. We carry out the pointwise 
estimates on the fundamental solution matrix to the linear system (1.10) in section 3, 
where we verify the explicit formulas in (1.12) and (1.13) indeed yields the desired 
approximation to the fundamental solution matrix of (1.10). We first derive an integral 
representation formula for the deviation of the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) from its leading 
order asymptotic ansatz by using the fundamental solution matrix to (1.10) and the 
Duhamel principle. This is carried out in terms of characteristic variables. Using 
this representation and the estimate on the fundamental solution matrix, we derive 
the precise pointwise asymptotic form for the deviation of the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) 
from the leading order asymptotic ansatz described in section 2. Finally, in section 4, 
we show that our general theory applies to the compressible Euler equations for the 
polytropic gases with uniform viscosity. 

2. Asymptotic ansatz and the stability theorem. To describe the leading 
order large time asymptotic ansatz, we first introduce the viscous contact wave which 
approximates a given contact discontinuity. 
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2.1. Viscous contact wave.  Let (u_,n+, 5 = 0) correspond to a p-contact 
discontinuity so that (1.6) is satisfied with 5 = \p(u+) = Xp(u-) — 0. Then 

(2.i) &(*.*) = {£; 
_,    x <0, t > 0 

x > 0, * > 0 

is the contact discontinuity solution to the inviscid system (1.4). Recall that the p- 
contact wave curve through w_, Cp(u-), is defined by (1.7). To define the viscous 
contact wave, we choose the nonsingular parameter p in (1.7) such that 

!(i)     u(p-) = u-,    u(p+) = u+, and p_ < p+; 

\ p(x, t = -1) = p_ + (p+ - P-)H(x), 

here i/(x) is the Heaviside function. We can now define the viscous contact wave 
associated with (u-,u+,s = 0) as follows. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Le£ u(p) denote the state on the contact wave curve Cp(u-) 
through U-, and let the parameter p be chosen as in (2.2). Then the viscous contact 
wave associated with (u-,u+,s = 0) is defined to be U(x,t) £ Cp(u-) such that 

(2.3) U(x,t) = u(p(x,t))    for   x € M1 ,t > 0. 

It follows from the definition of Cp{u-) that 

dtU(x, t) = rp(U)dtP,        dxU(x, t) = rp(U)dxp 

and 

And so 

dZU(x91) = rp(U)d2
xp + Vrp(U) - rp(U)(dxp)2 

dtU + dxf(U) - edlU = {dtp)rp(lJ) + \p(U)rp(U)dxp - erp(U)d2
xp 

-eVrp(U)rp(U)(dxp)2 = (ftp + Ap(C/)0xp - ed2
xp)rp{U) - 

-eVrp(U)-rp(U)(dxp)2 = 0, 

where we have used (2.2), the fact Xp(U(x,t)) = Ap(w_) = 5 = 0, and the structural 
condition (1.8). We list some properties of the viscous contact wave in the following 
lemma which will be used later. 

LEMMA 2.2. The viscous contact wave U(x,t) in (2.3) is a smooth function for 
all (x, t) G M1 x M^, and satisfies 

(i) dtU + dxf(U)-ed'2U = 0 V(x,t) G M1 x E^; 

(ii) \\U(-,t) — U(-,t)\\L<i < C(e(l4-t))2? for allq >-l, where U{x,t) is the inviscid 
contact discontinuity given in (2.1), and C is a positive constant; 

(Hi) Set G(x,t)=    ,*       exp{-iff£Tj}.   Then for all (x,t) G M1 x R\, \dxU 

(x,t)\ < C5\G(x,t)\, and \dtU(x,t)\ < C6e\dxG(x,t)\, where S = \u+ - w_| 
is the strength of the contact wave, and C is an absolute constant. 

Thus U(x,t) gives the desired viscous approximation to the inviscid contact dis- 
continuity. This completes the construction of viscous contact waves. Next we turn 
to the diffusion waves. 
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2.2. Diffusion waves. To fix the idea, we will concentrate on the case that 
system (1.4) is strictly hyperbolic so that the wave speeds are strictly separated, and 
make some remarks on the non-strictly hyperbolic case. To simplify the presentation, 
we will use the following convention unless otherwise stated. By ^, r^, ai = VAiff, 
and A^, etc., we always mean these quantities evaluated at u- for i < p and u+ for 
i > p, and lp — lp{u-) = lp(u+), etc. From now on, we will assume also that e = 1 in 
(1.1). A generic perturbation of the contact wave should also introduce waves in the 
transversal characteristic fields. These are the nonlinear (or linear) diffusion waves 
introduced by Liu [6], which are governed by the converted Burgers equation 

(2.4) Mi + XidxOi + dx U V Vifl? J = dlOi,        i £ p. 

Due to the conservation form of (2.4), the mass carried by the diffusion wave, 

(2.5) mi=       Oi(x,t)dx 

is a time invariant. By Hopf-Cole transform, the solution to (2.4)-(2.5) can be ex- 
plicitly written as [6] 

(2.7) Uy) =      arl(exp{a^/2}"1|:xp{"y2}      , 
^ + (exp(aim/2) - 1) /       exp{-^} d£ 

provided that ai = Vxiri i1 05 (i-e., the i-characteristic field is genuinely nonlinear 
at u-{i < p) or u+(i > p)). In the case of linear degeneracy, ai = 0, then instead of 
(2.7), the Xi in (2-6) is given by 

(2-8) Xi(y) = ^= exp{-|,2}. 

We remark that in the case of non-strictly hyperbolic system, we will require that 
the inviscid system (1.4) has a strictly convex entropy extension ([4]). In this case 
\i may not be simple. Assume that the multiplicity of A* is ^ Then the governing 
equations (2.4) become a system for a /ij-vector 0^. Then by the analysis of Chern 
[1], the diffusion wave is the unique self-similar solution of the form (2.6) with Xi(y = 
Xi(2/)exp{—t/2}, where Xi and all its derivatives are uniformly bounded by C|raj|. 
Thus the qualitative behavior of the diffusion waves in the non-strictly hyperbolic 
case is similar to the one for strictly hyperbolic systems. 

Finally, we set 0(x,t) to be the superposition of all the diffusion waves in the 
transversal fields, i.e., 

(2.9) 0(M) = ]C0iOM)r« 

where the mass rrii carried by each diffusion wave is to be determined. This will be 
done by studying the distribution of the initial excessive masses. 
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2.3. Leading order asymptotic ansatz. The leading order time-asymptotic 
ansatz for the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) will be a superposition of a shift viscous contact 
wave with diffusion waves in the transversal characteristic fields. So the main task 
is to determine the center of the viscous contact wave and the masses carried by the 
diffusions in the transversal fields. To this end, we first observe that 

(2.10) / 0(x, t)dx = Y^\ 10i(x> *)dx I r* = Y,miri 

Ri &P   \^i / i^P 

and 

(2.11) f(U(x + aro, t) - U{x, t))dx=  f (f * ^-U(x + y, t) dy\ dx 

Ri R1 

=/ {[o ^+«''*)*) dx=r (jjLub+vA*)dy 
Rl VRI / 

= xo(u+ -U-) 

are time invariant. Next, since for 6 = |w+ — U-\ small, w+ — u- is parallel to rp up 
to leading order, so 71..., 7^-1, w+ — ?/_, ip+i,... ,jn forms a basis in Mn. We thus 
can decompose the initial excessive mass as follows 

(2.12) / (UQ — U)(x, 0) dx = xo(u+ — U-) -f ^rriiri. 

Ri &P 

It is noted that (2.12) determines xo, mi(i ^ p) uniquely given the initial excessive 
mass. With XQ, mi(i ^ p) so determined, we now define the leading order time 
asymptotic ansatz for the solution of (1.1)-(1.3) as 

(2.13) ^(x.t) = U(x+xo,t)+0(x,t) = U(x + xo,t) + 5^^(x,t)rt-. 

It follows from (1.10)-(2.12) that 

(2.14) [(uoix) -ua(x,0))dx = f{uo(x) -U(x,0))dx 

R1 R1 

4- [(U(x,0)-ua(x,0))dx 

R1 

= xo{u+ - u-) H- 2^ miTi + 

+ f(U{x, 0) - U{x + aro, 0)) dx 

R1 

- / 6(x, 0) dx = 0. 
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Due to the conservation laws for the viscous contact wave U(x,i), the diffusion wave 
0(x1i), and the solution u(x,t) to (1.1)-(1.3), we have for alH > 0 that 

(2.15) [(u(x,t) - ua(x,t))dx = 0       Vt > 0. 

It follows from Lemma 2.2, (2.4), and some direct computations that 

(2.16) $«a + dx(f(Ma)) -dlua = 

= dtu + dxf(u) - d2
xu + dte + dx{f(ua) - /([/)) - d2

xe 

1 
2 

(fiu) - f'ium + ±o2MV2m - V'fiuMr^n) + 

+J  E  u^mfarMOk 
3,k^p 
3^k 

ri + 

+K  E ^V2/(l/)(r«,ri)^ijrpl=flJBf 
\ i,j^p /        ) h3^P 

where 8 denote the quantity in the bracket {• • •} in the previous step, and we also used 
the convention that Ui = U- for i < p and Ui = IJ+ for i > p, and the simple identity 
li{u)'V2 f(u)(ri(u),ri(u)) = VXi(u) -ri(u). Due to the speeds of propagation of waves, 
one can obtain from the constructions of viscous contact wave and the diffusion waves, 
see (2.2)-(2.3) and (2.6)-(2.8), that 

and 

\U(x,t)-Ui\\ei(x,t)\ =0(l)<J|mi|exp{-C7(t+|a:|)}    for   i / p, 

lOjix^Okix.t)] = 0(1)K| \mk\exp{-C(t+ \x\)}     for     j ? k , 

for some constant C > 0. It now follows easily that the error in (2.16) has the following 
estimate 

(2.17) 

where 

(2-18) 

£ = I E I>V2/(I/)(»V,»v)0j2)r, + O(l)|0|3 

+0(l)(<Jmo + ml) exp{-C(t 4- |a:|)}, 

mo = E mi 

i=l 

The purpose of the present paper is to show that indeed the derivation, u(x,t) — 
ua(x,t), of the solution u(x,t) to (1.1)-(1.3) from the function ua(x,t) defined in 
(2.13) decays faster than ua{x^t) and thus to justify the name of ua(x,t). 
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2.4. The stability theorem. With the leading order time asymptotic ansatz 
ua(x,t) constructed in the previous subsection, our main result in this paper states 
that there exists a unique global (in time) solution, u(x,t), to the Cauchy problem 
(1.1)-1.3) in the neighborhood of ua, and whose leading order large time asymptotic 
behavior is completely described by ua(x,i). Furthermore, the deviation, u(x,t) — 
ua(x,t), of the solution u(x,t) to (1.1)-(1.3) from its leading order time asymptotic 
ansatz, ua(x^ z), can be estimated pointwisely More precisely we have the following 
theorem. 

Theorem Consider the Cauchy problem (l.l)-(l.S) with e being fixed to be one. 
Suppose that the system (1.1) is either strictly hyperbolic or with_ convex entropy ex- 
tension and the p-characteristic field is linearly degenerate. Let U(x,t) be the viscous 
contact wave as defined by (2.3) corresponding to the p-th characteristic field. Let's 
decompose the initial excessive mass as in (2.12), so the ua(x,t), a superposition of 
a shifted viscous contact wave with transversal diffusion waves, be constructed as in 
(2.13).  Then there exist suitable small positive constants 5i and 62 such that if 

(2.19) uo-U GH^R1), 

(2.20) 8 = \u+ -u-\ < Si 
+00 

(2.21) f (1 + |ar|)|uo(ar) - U(x)\dx +/"(! + \x\2)\u0(x) - U(x)\2 dx + 

— OO —OO 

||(1 + \x\)a\uo{x) -U{x)\L- < 82,     for     a > 1 

then there exist a unique smooth global (in time) solution, u(x^t),  to the Cauchy 
problem (!.!)-(1.3) with the following properties: 

(a)u-U eC{[0,OQ)'. tf^M1),     u-ua eC([0,oo): ^(M1)); 

(2.22) (b)\\m \\u(-,t)-U(-+x0,t)\\LP(m =0   VaZZp>l, 

and    ||^(-,t) — £/(•, +#OJ£)IU
1
(R

1
)     is uniformly bounded in time, 

(c)for all x £ M1,     t > 0, 

(2.23) u(x,t) = ua(x,t) ±dx l^VifaQriiUfat)) J 

n 

= u(x+a?o, t)+^2 ^(x' ty*+X) d^x^ tyitp&i *)) + 

+ ^ vi{x, t^niuix, t))—, 
i=l ax 

with 

(2.24) i/«(ar, *) = 0(1)(51 + J2)(|a? - Ai^2 + (* + l))"*, 

(2.25) dMz, *) = 0(l)(<5i + *2)(|* - M2 + (t + !))-*(! + *)-*, 

and 

(2.26) dxvfat) = 0(l)((Ji + <52)|a;ra       for   \x\>Cot,    1< a < 5/4 , 
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where CQ > 4max(|Aj(£/(#, £))|) is a positive constant. 
i,x,t 

Before we move to the proof of the theorem, a few remarks are in order. 

(1) The property (a) in the theorem can be obtained by combining a slight mod- 
ification of the weighted energy estimates announced in [13] with the approximate 
parametrix analysis, presented in this paper, applying to the linear coupled diffusion 
waves in [13]. Also decay estimate in Lp, (b), in the theorem is a simple consequence 
of our pointwise estimate (2.23)-(2.26). So our analysis will be concentrated on the 
property (c) in the theorem. 
(2) For given initial data ^o in (1-2) satisfying (1.3), the center, xo, of the viscous 
constant wave, and the masses, ra*, carried by the transversal diffusion waves are 
uniquely determined by the decomposition of the initial excessive mass (2.12). Thus 
the leading order asymptotic ansatz, ua, is determined a priorily by the initial data. 
This is so mainly due to our structural condition (1.8). In general, we do not expect 
that this is the case, and XQ has to be determined dynamically. This is, however, left 
for future. 
(3) Though the theorem deals with system (1.1) which is of uniform viscosity. We 
expect that the analysis in this paper combined with ideas developed by Liu and Zeng 
in [8] for the propagations of diffusion waves should enable us to generalize the results 
is this paper to more physical systems, in particular, to the 1-dimensional Navier- 
Stokes equations for the polytropic gases. This is currently under consideration. 

3.  Stability analysis. 

3.1. Integral error equation and characteristic decomposition. Let ua(x, 
t) be th leading asymptotic ansatz constructed in §2.3 (see (2.13)). Without loss of 
generality, we assume that the amount of shift in the center of viscous contact wave, 
#0, is zero. Suppose now that u(x,t) is a smooth solution to the Cauchy problem 
(1.1)-(1.3). We can decompose u(x^t) as follows: 

(3.1) u(x,t) =ua(x,t)-\-w(x,t) =U(x,t) + 6(x,t) -\-w(x,t). 

By (1.1) and (2.16), the resulting system governing the deviation, w(x, t), of u(x,t) 
from ua(x,t) becomes 

(32^ / dtw + dx(f(u + e + w)-f(u«))-dlw = -dxe, 
y ' ) \ w(x, 0) = uo(x) - U(x, 0) - 0(x, 0), 

where 8 is given in (2.17). And (2.15) gives 

w(x, t) dx — 0   for all    t > 0. 

This enables us to write 

/' 

(3.3) w{x,t) = —w(x,t). 

Substituting (3.3) into (3.2) and integrating the resulting systems with respect to x, 
one has the integrated error equation for w(x,t) 

(3.4) dtw + fXU^w - d2
xw = E, 
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(3.5) 

where 

X 

w(x, 0) = Wo(x) =   / (uo(x) — U(x, 0) — 0(x, 0)) dx, 

(3.6)   E=-e- (f(ua + 9^) - /(^a) - f'(U)dxw) 

= -e- (f"(um dxw) + irc^^ti;, 5^)) - o(i)(|0|3 + la.H3)- 

Note that 

±oo| ±oo 

/ \J[u0(3/)-U(y)-9(z,0)]dy 
I x 

±oo\ ±oo 

/   yMyJ-^J-^.OJldy 

dx 

dx < 

J \Mv)-U(y)-0(y,0)\Vdv 
o 

oo 

I \uo(y)-U(y)-9(y,0)\\y\dy 

(l + W)* 

0 

±00 1 +oo 

y^o^-I/^-^o)]^ < y (i + |y|)2|tio(y)-^(y)-^(y,o)|2dy 

which can be verified easily by using the Holder inequality and change of order of 
integrations. It follows from the simple inequalities, the explicit forms of the viscous 
contact wave (Lemma 2.2) and diffusion waves ((2.6)-(2.8)), and the assumptions 
(2.19)-(2.21) that 

(3.7) w(x,0) =wo(x) e ff^R^nl/CR1), 

(3.8)     |ho||^i(Ri) -h |holUi(Ri) + 

+ ||(i + M)*KI ||LOO(RI) + ||(i + |*rKI ||LCO(RI) < cs2 

with a fixed positive constant C, and 62 and a are given in the theorem. 
We need only to show that the Cauchy problem for (3.4) with initial data (3.5) 

satisfying (3.7)-(3.8) has a unique global (in time) solution w(x,i) which is of the 
desired pointwise asymptotic form (2.24)-(2.26). Since (3.4) is a uniform parabolic 
system, it is standard to obtain the local existence and uniqueness of the smooth 
solution for the Cauchy problem in a Banach space. The long time existence and 
asymptotic behavior will follow provided that we can establish some a priori estimates 
on the solution. The rest of this is devoted to derive such a priori estimates. This 
will be conveniently done in terms of the characteristic variables 

(3.9) v(x,t) =L(U)w(x,t) 

where L(U) is the left eigenvector matrix associated with /'(t/) (see Definition 1.5). 
So one has 

(3.10) w(x,t) - ^2vi(x,t)ri(U(x,t)), 
t=i 
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and system (3.4) becomes 

(3.11) dtv + Adxv - dlv = ei + 62, 

where 

A = dia«{Ai(t7)JA2(t7),...,An(t7)}l 

(3.12) ei = (^L(I7) + A9XL(I7) - d2
xL(jJ))R(jJ)v + 2(L{U)dxR(U))dxv 

-2dxL(U)dxR(U)v, 

e2 = L(!7)E. 

The goal now is to derive the pointwise asymptotic forms (2.24)-(2.26) for the so- 
lution v(x, t) to (3.11). The main advantage of the system (3.11) for the characteristic 
variable v(x,t) over (3.4) is that for weak waves, the coupling of waves in different 
characteristic fields is weak so that the fundamental solution matrix for the linearized 
equations for (3.11) can be well approximated by a diagonal matrix whose diagonal 
elements are the approximated scalar dual waves corresponding to the left hand side 
of (3.11). 

We conclude this section by list some simple estimates on the right hand side of 
(3.11) which will be useful for our later analysis. 

LEMMA 3.1. The coupling and nonlinear terms in (3.11) admit the following 
estimates 

(3.13) (ei+e2)p = O(l)(^ + £|0at;«|2 + £M2H2 + 

+ |0|3 + l^tul8 + (<5mo + ml) exp{-C(t + |a:|)}) , 

(3.14) for i ± p,(ei)4 = 0(1) ( £ |M(M(1 + \dxp\) + Ic^-I) ) , 
\&v } 

(3.15) for i # p, (c2)f = 0(1) ( £>? + \e\ \dxv\ + £ |0| \dxp\ \Vi\ 

4-|6>|3 4- \dxw\* + (5mo + mg) exp{-C(t + |x|)}. 

Proof of Lemma 3.1. This lemma follows from direct computations by using the 
structure of viscous contact wave and transversal diffusion waves and the structural 
conditions (1.8). Indeed, direct calculation gives that for alH = 1,2,... 3n 

(3.16) (ex), = Y, vjlifflVrjCU) ■ rp(U)(dtp + Xi(U)dxp - d2
xp) 

3 

- EK^X^XWVrvO/) • rp(U)) + 
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HdxPfvjkmViWrjiU) ■ rp(U)) ■ rp(U))} 

= J2MUmp^jihMVrjiU) ■ rp(U)) + 
3 

- Y^mpfavjliOcTKVrjtU) ■ rp(U)) + 
3 

+(dxp)2 VjkmViVrjiU) ■ rp(U)) ■ rp(U))} 

where we have used the equation for p(x,t) in (2.2) in the second inequality above. 
Note that the identity VlpiU) • rp(U) = 0 is equivalent to 

(3.17) IpffliVrjtU) - rp(U)) =0       Vj = 1,2,... 5n, 

which is derived by taking directional derivative of the identity lp(u)'ri(u) = 8Pi along 
the direction rp(u) to get 

0 - (V/p(u) • rp^y^u) -h lp(u)(Vrj(u) - rp(u)),        j = 1,2,... ,n. 

Differentiating (3.17) with respect x and using the structure of the viscous contact 
wave, U(x,t), one gets 

(VZpa7).rp(£7))(V^^ = 0, j - 1,2,... ,n. 

And so 

(3.18) IpiUmVrjtU) • rp(U)) • rp(!7)] = 0,        j = 1,2,.. .n. 

It follows from (1.8) and (3.16)-(3.18) that 

(3.19) (eOpEE.O, 

(3.20) (eO,   =   J^Ai^ft^Vr^Tp^^p)^- 

3^P 

Hd^vjUmWrjiU) ■ rp(U)) ■ rp(U))} 

=   Oajf^lMd^Kl + l^pD + l^l)]     for   i^p, 

which is (3.14). Next, one has from (3.6) and (3.12) that 

(ea )P = Zp(tf)S = -lp(U)f"(U)(6,dxw) 

-llp(U)f"(U)(dxw, dxw) - lp(JJ)£ + O(l)(|0|3 + |^«;|3). 

To do this computation, one notes that 

(S^l^COVV^Mt/),^!/)) = Ai(!7)Zp(!7)(Vr-1(!7) • ^(F)) for all t and j, 

due to the assumption \P(U) = Ap(u+) = Ap(M_) = 0, and 

(3.22) /P(C7)V2/(^)(^(f7),ri(!7))=0   for   j = l,2,...,n, 
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which follows from (3.17) and the known identity 

lp(u)V2f(u)(rp(u),ri(u)) = VA<(w) • rp{u)lp(u) • r»(u) 
-\-(\i(u) - \p(u))lp(u)Vri(u) 'rp(u). 

By using (1.8), (3.17H3.18), (3.21)-(3.22), and wt = R(U)dxv + dx(R(U))v9 one can 
calculate that 

lp(U)V2f(U)(0,dxw) 

= lp(U)V2f(U) lj20iri(U),R(U)dxv\ + 
\i*P / 

+lp(U)V2f(U) l^9iri(U),dx(R(U))v\ + 
\&P ) 

+lp(U)V2f(U) I £9fa - rjiU),dxw 

= ^(Ai(Z7)/p(f7)(Vri(f7) • rjijjyeidtVj + 

+0(l)(|t;| + |da;«;|)(mo<5)exp{-<7(*+ M)}, 

= 5 E {dxvi){dxvj){\i(jj)ip^){^rimrJm+ E (9^«) 

Ytidzpfrjh^VriQj) ■ rp(U)) ■ XiCU^mVniU) ■ jk(U)) ) + 
\3^P 

+1    E     [j2(d^vMU)(yrj(U)-rpm 

( E(^/»)«i ^(f/)(Vr,(I7) • rp(U))Xk(U)lp(U)(V7k(U) ■ r^F) ) , 

and 

Zp(t7)5 = Zpf = i^ipV2/^,^)^2 -f O(l)|0|3 + 0(l)((5mo + m2)exp{-C(^+ |x|)}. 

This combined with (3.19) yields (3.13) immediately. Since similar calculation gives 
(3.15), the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete.       □ 

3.2.  Approximate scalar dual and an integral representation. We now 
begin our proof of the theorem by analyzing the asymptotic behavior of solution to 
(3.11). As it is well-known, the accurate pointwise behavior of solutions to parabolic 
system is achieved by using the parametrix method. However, the classical treatment 
of parametrix methods for parabolic systems with variable coefficients deals only with 
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local in time estimates [3] except the recent studies on nonlinear waves (see [6, 11, 12, 
8, 13]). 

Since the linearized form of equation (3.11) has coefficients depending the leading 
order asymptotic ansatz ua(x,t) which varies in both space and time, so it is difficult 
to obtain the exact form of the Green's function for the linearized equations. By 
using the hyperbolic structure and properties of the viscous contact wave, we can 
approximate this Green's function by approximate scalar dual waves corresponding 
only to the decoupled scalar operators on the left hand side of (3.11). This approach 
makes crucial use of the structure of the underlying viscous contact wave and the 
smallness assumptions (2.20)-(2.21). 

Now that the linear operator on the left hand side of (3.11) is diagonal, and each 
component has a dual of the form 

(3.23) -dtrji - dxiXiiU)^) - dlrjt = 0,        j = 1,2,.. .,n. 

Thus the fundamental solution matrix to the linear operator dtv 4- hdxv — d^v is 
a diagonal matrix with (i,i)-component given by rj^x^t^y^T) which solves (3.23) on 
M1 x (0,T) with data 

(3.24) rji(x,t = T;y]t) = 5(x-y) 

for any given T > 0 and y £ M1. In the case i = p, \p(U(x, 0)) = Ap^-j.) = \p(u-) = 
0, so the solution to (3.23)-(3.24) is given uniquely by the heat kernel 

(3.25) ^r,^-^^^-^}. 

For i / p, we do not have an explicit solution to (3.23)-(3.24) in general. We thus 
define an approximate scalar dual rji(x,t\T,y) as follows: 

(3.26)%(x,t;T,p) = -^=exp|-^Mi£))!J    for   xe^.yGK1, 

and t < T, where 

mp(x,t',y,T) = (x-y), 

(3.27) rmix, t\ y,T) - A^, t) (f j^ + (T - *)) ,        i # p. 

Here and from now on, we use the notation \i(x,t) = Af(t/(x,t)). It follows that 
r)p(x,t]y,T) = rjp(x,t;y,T), and so solves (3.23)p exactly. Furthermore, direct com- 
putations show that 

(3.28) T]i(x,t = T,y,T) = 5(x-y),        i = l,2,...,n, 

and 

(3.29) dtVi + dx (A, (x, t)r]i) + %& = Et,        i^p 

(3.30) Ei = {dx\i{x,t))rH 

-m 
fl /Vx    ,  (^Ai)2 ^      1   m? V  dAi+dlXA   m\ 

< A,    V      2T-t)  ' 2   A,    ' 2XAn*)T-t\ J 
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where A* = Aj(x,t), mi = mi(x,t;y,T), and m - ni(x,t\y) = /* A,^t). 

Taking the scalar product of (3.11) with 77 = (TJI ,..., %) and integrating the 
resulting equation we obtain the following integral representation for the solution to 
(3.11) by using (3.28)-(3.30) and Lemma 3.1: 

(3.31)^    Vp(y,T)=     vp(x,0)7)p(x,t = 0;y,T)dx + 

+ (ei + e2)p(x,t)riP(x,t\y,T)dxdt 

=     vp(x,0)riP(x,t = 0;y,T)dx + 

j0 J      \    i±p 
(x, t) riP (x, t;y,T) dxdt 4- 

/    / 0(l)((5mo + m^)exp{-C(t4-|x|)}77p(x,t;2/,T)dxdt, 4- 

(3.31)* v'ifaT) 

=     Vi(x,0)rii(x,t = 0\y,T)dx+ /       Ei(x,t;y,T)vi(x,t)dxdt + 

+ I     I (ei +62)* {x,i)r]i(x,t]y,T) dxdt 

=     Vi(x,0)rii(x,Oiy,T)dx+ /    I Ei{x,t\y,T)vi{x,t)dxdb + 

^/owlEiMa^Ki + iMJ + i^ii) + 

(x, t) ^ (x, t; y, T) dxdt + 

+ 11 |fl-«pl(|9-«i| +19^11^1) + 
i^p 

+ ^ |flxP|2hl2 + l^l3 + l3^!3 ) (x,t)r)i(x,t',y,T)dxdt + 

\    / 0(l)(5rao 4- mg) exp{-C(t + |x|)} ^(x, t;y,T) dxdt,    i ^ p. + 

Here and from now on, by the space integral / dx we always mean the /R1 dx unless 
otherwise stated. 

We also need to estimate the derivatives of v(x, t).  Thus differentiating the 
pressions (3.31) with respect to y we obtain 

ex- 

(3.32)p       dyVp(y,T) = / vp(x,0)dyriP(x,0;y,T)dx -f 
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+ /    / (ei 4- e-z)p (x, t) dy rjpix, t\y, T) dxdt, 

(3.32)*        dyViiy^T) = f Vi[x^)dyr}i(x^\y,T)dx 

+ dyEi(x,t\y,T)vi(x,t)dxdt + 

+ /    / (ei + e2)i(x,t) dyrii(x,t;y,T) dxdt. 

The pointwise estimates on the solution (3.11) will be based on the representation 
formulas (3.31)-(3.32). This clearly depends on the accuracy of our scalar approxi- 
mate dual r]i(x^t;y^T). Thus before moving to the heavy estimates, we first collect 
some simple properties concerning the approximate scalar dual waves which will be 
useful in our later analysis. The first concerns the estimate on the error term Ei in 
(3.29H3.30). 

LEMMA 3.2. For i^p, let Ei be given by (3.30). 
(1) There exists positive constant JLL > 0 such that 

(3.33) ^(x,t;y,r) = 0(l)^(a:,t;i/,r)[|ajrA<(a?,*)|(l + (T-*)-1/2) 

+<j(r-t)-1/2(i+ *)-*], 

with 

(2) Set 

(3.35) dyEi(x,t;y,T) = -^^^(a^y.T) + E^ 

Then 

(3.36) Ei=0(l)rji(X,t;y,T)[\dxXi(x,t)\(\dxXi(x,tm + (T-tr1/2) 
+S(T - r1/2(l + *)-1/2) + I^A^x, t)|(l + (T - f)-1/2)], 

where rji(x,t]y,T) is defined by (3.34) with a suitable positive constant pt. 
Proof. We first note that (3.33) follows from the expression (3.30), Lemma 2.2, 

and the simple estimate 

=-f VXii^r
tf'

t)dlp^m=oimi+irl/2- 
Thus we need only to show (3.35)-(3.36). To this end, we set 

(3.37) Ei(x,t;y,T)=j1i(x,t;y,T)h, 
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so that 

(3.38) h(x,t',y,T) = dx\i(x,t) 

K**+1¥HA)+ dtXi + dlXA   m? 

= h(x,t,T,mi{x,t\y,T)). 

Xi        J T-t 
m 

+ 

T-t 

Since 

(3.39) 

one has 

\i(x,t) ( dz\i(x,t) (    mj 
Ai(3/,t) (2("-t))?7V AiOM)   V2(T-^) 

flyJBj = {dy7]i)h + rji(dyh) 

On the other hand, it follows from (3.38) that 

dxh = dxh + dmth—-^- =dxh + dmih (1 4-   x )    '     ) , 
dx \ \i\x,t)  ) 

- I dxh 4- (dm,fr)   , /    ^   rrii - dxh ) . 

This leads to 

with 

A^w,*) V MM) 

dj/^t = - x .. ' sdxEi + Ei 
My,t) 

(3.40) Ei = -^y*;*) . f-ji- ) ^ + ^f^»7i I ^/» + (   m\    \ p , MM)    /, dx\i(x,i) 

\i(x,t) 
(dmi h)mi 

Since 

(dm., 

1 (dxXj)2     mj dxXi   mj     mj    i 

2     A?     (T-*)2        ^   T-tT-t 
.2 

^xft : 

,  [dxXi ( mj     \      IdxXi      1 \    mi   \ 

(aA,)2 

+ 

1     IJ^-^fl   P^ + ^A^ 
1~2T-t)+dx[        Xi T-t 

Ai 
1-1-^1 + 2T-t ¥*(^)+\{Xidtni)*\T^}> 
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and 

2      _ _^i _    VAjfot) -rp(x,t)dlp 
atxni — \2     "~ \2 ' 

one can conclude (3.36) by inspecting each terms in (3.40) and using (3.33)-(3.34). 
Thus Lemma 3.2 is proved.       Q 

Next we study some important properties, such that the essential support and 
effective propagation speed, of the approximate transversal scalar dual waves ^ {i ^ p) 
defined by (3.26)-(3.27). Due to the explicit form of r]i, its behavior is determined 
by analyzing the stationary points of the phase mi(x,t;y,T). For simplicity, we will 
only state and prove the results for rji, i > p, since the complementary case, i < p, is 
similar. 

LEMMA 3.3. Assume i > p. Let mi(x,t]yJT) be defined by (3.27). Then the 
following properties hold. 

(1) For any fixed y and T > 0, there exists a unique smooth curve x = x(t\ y,T) 
such that 

(3.41) x(t = T',y,T)=y,    mi(x(t;y,T),t',y,T) = 0, fort>0, and 

x(t;y,T) = y-\i(xut)(T-t) 

for some xi = xi (t; y, T). 
(2) There exist positive constants //i and fj>2 such that 

(3.42) /ii(a:-S(*;y,T))2<m?(a:,*;y,T)<Ai2(a:-x(*;y,T))2. 

(3) For fixed y and T > 0, there is a unique t>0 such that 

(4) Denote by Xf the value Xi(vr) = At(E/(oo,£)).  Then 

(3.44) \x(t; y,T) - {y - A+(T - t))\ = 0(l)cJvTTT,        t > t. 

(5) There is a constant C > 0 such that 
a) ify> AtT + Cy/l + T, then t = 0, and 
b) if0<y< XfT + Cy/1 + T, and t>0, then 

(3.45) t = -jly - XfT] 4- 0(1)VT+T,     and 

(3.46) (x(t]y,T))2 > ^(t — t)2    for some positive constant   /X3 > 0. 

Proof. Since the proof of this lemma is elementary, we will only sketch it. By 
assumption that i > p, so Xi(x,t) > 0. Thus mi(x,t]y,T) = 0 if and only if 
H(x,t',y,T) = rii(x,t',y) + (T - t) = 0. Since H(x = y,t = T\y,T) = 0 and 
^ = dxni(x,t)y) = A.A ^ which is bounded and uniformly bounded away from 
zero, so there exists unique smooth curve x = x(t; y,T) so that 

(3.47) H(x{t;v9T),t;v,T) = J j^ + (T - t) = 0 
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and (3.41)-(3.42) follow easily. Differentiating (3.47) with respect to t gives 

(3.48) —(t; y, T) = I 1 + /     x^K] Ai(^ *) 

= (l + 0(lM(l + t)-1/2)Ai(x,t). 

Since 8 is assumed to be small, so (3.43) and (3.46) follow. Next, by definition, one 
has x(t\ y,T)>0 for t > t. Setting 

(3.49) x = v-Xt(T-t), 

we obtain from (3.47) that 

fx(t;y,T) ^./z- f) _ \ + 
(3.50) x(t; y,T)-x = J X^t)     ^' 

which yields (3.44) since y > x{t;y,T) > 0 and J^00 \\i(t,t)-\f\d£ = 0(1)6(1 +t)i. 
Clearly (3.44) implies a) of (5). If t > 0, then x(t; 2/,T) = 0, and so (3.50) becomes 

-xCt,y,T)= [ 
Jy 

'0A^-AU 
\i(^t) 

which gives (3.45) immediately. The proof of Lemma 3.3 is complete.       D 

For simplicity of presentation, we will use the following notations: 

(3.51) diix, t) = ((x - Ai(t + I))2 + (t + I))"174, 

«:(x>*) = (|a;|2o-1x(*,t) + (t + l))-i| 

ff<(a:,t) = ir((a;-A<(t+l))Jt), 

where x(x?t) is a smooth function which is one for |a;| > Co(t 4- 1) and zero for 
\x\ < |Co(t + l). Set also 

(3.52)M(t)=   sup   mm{\\viMdri(-,T)\\L~+^^^ 

Thus on the time interval the solution exists, one has that 

(3.53) \vi(x,t)\ < M{t)di{x,t), 

\dxVi{x,t)\ <M(t)di{x,t)Hi(x,t), 

for all x e M1, i = 1,2,..., n. We first note that M(0) < C((5i + 62) by (3.8). As 
long as one can obtain a priori bound on M(t) independent of the time, the (3.53) 
combined with the standard continuity argument yields the global (in time) solution 
and the desired pointwise asymptotic form (2.24)-(2.26). The technical estimates for 
the bound on M(t) are derived in the next two sections. 

3.3. A priori estimate I — on principal waves. We are now in the position to 
derive a priori estimate on the solution to system (3.11). We start with the estimate 
on the waves in the principal direction, Vp(x,t) and dxvp{x^t). This case is somewhat 
easier than the ones for the transversal waves due to the fact that the scalar dual r]p 

is exact. 
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It follows from (3.31)p and (3.53) that for any y € ffi1, T > 0 

(3.54) \vp(y,T)\ < J\vp(x,0)\ \i)p(x,0;y,T)\dx + 

+ J Jo(l)\e\2(x,t)\r)p(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

+O(I)M
2
(T) / / Edi (x>') Hi^*)*(*>*;2/'r)da;d*+ 

0    ^p 

+0(1)M2(T) /   [T(\dxp\2c(2
i)(x,t)\T]p(x,t;y,T)dxdt + 

J(>   J   i?p 

+0(1)M3(T) J  J YtQdxpfdfKx, t) ripix, t; y, T) dxdt + 

+0(1)M3(T) f   f H?(x,t)dtMVpMy^dxdt 

+0(l)(Smo + ml) /    / exp{-C(t+\x\)r)p(x,t;y,T)dxdt 

t=i 

with the obvious notations for 7^. We now proceed to estimate each term above. First, 

(3.55) h -iK^oji^^Oj^^dx^iKC^o)!!^!!^^.^,?/^)!!^ - c<j2 

V47rT 

Iiy> CVl + T (y < -CVl 4- T is similar), then 

(3.56) /x =y       |^(x,0)|-7=exp|-i-1^|dx + 

/•OO 

4- /     |vp(a:,0)|i7p(a:,0;y,t)da: 

^exp{-ife}IM''0)llL2 + 
/+oo i 

(1 + |a,|)1/2^M;g,T)cfo 

£C52^fexp{-T6T} + (rTi^- 
And so 

(3.57) d-1(y,T)I1(y,T)<C62    for all   7/GE1,T>0. 

Next, we consider 

= 0(1) f   f\e\2(x,t)rlp(x,t;y,T)dxdt 1: 
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i^p 

where we have used the simple formula 

(y-XtJt+!))'■ 
2T 

- j dt. 

(x-y + XjiT-t)* 
4^(T-t)) 

exp f    Mi(«+1)4 
\     4^i ^2 (* + 

+ M2(T - t) 
(x - Xi(t + 1) 

■l)(T-t) 

exp 

/xi(t+l)+/i2(T-«) 

1      ^(T+lJ+^CT-t)] 

(y-^t+lJ-A^T-t)))' 

} 
with any given positive constants fii and /X2- We will treat the case i > p only (the 
complementary case i < p is similar). For \y\ < Cy/T 4-1, one has 

(3-59)        r y 
i   «P(-^-^

+I
^I 

Jo   x/TCi+I)    Pl 2T / 
dt 

- 7-1/4 

For y < -CVT + l, one has 

(3.60) /T   y    
1        exP(-^-At+1))2} dt 

o    VT(t+1) 
2^   /.T i r    \a(f + 1)2| 

4T       J 
2 

<0(l)r-V«exp{-£}. 

If y > CvT+T, we have 

(3.61) r   , !     -Tf (y-M«+ 

<0(1)/r        1        exp{-^M!} 

</*    /    
1 expf-i^M!},, 

-Vo      VT(t + l)        I        nT      J. 

} 

+ 
47v/r(*Ti)expl a^-fr-^n* 

< 0(l)T-1/4exp {-^} + 0(1)12/1-^. 
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It follows from (3.59)-(3.61) that 

(3.62) d-^y^hiy.T) < Cm2
0 < CSl 

Direct calculation shows that 

I7 = 0(l)(Smo +m^) /    / exp{-C(t + \x\)} rjp(x,t;y,T) dxdt 

< S0(1)(Jmo+m^)(1+T)~1/2 if lyl -VTTT 
(
      j   - | O^^mo+m^^T-iexpl-^J+expi-Cilyl}),   otherwise. 

Thus 

(3.64) d-^y^hiy.T) < 0(1)(*mo +ml) < C(5l +^). 

We now turn to the integrals involving nonlinear terras. First, by (3.58) and Lemma 
2.2 we can obtain that 

(3.65)h = 0(1)M2(T) /   [TiMctXx^Tirix^y^dxdt 
J°  J  i#p 

(jt + l) + 2(T-t) ( *+l  \2   ? 
exp|    4(* + i)(r-t)   r   (t+i) + 2(r-t)V ^^.'J*^ 

< 0(l)M2T-1/2log(l + T)exp |-^} . 

And similarly, one has 
rp 

(3.66) I5=0(l)M3(T)J JYsWxpfdDix^^ix^y^dxdt 

^OajM^TJT-^expj-^}. 

Next, we consider 

/3-0(l)M2(T) /    fY/d
2i(^t)Htl(x,t)rjp(x,t;y,T)dxdt 

J°  J  i^p 

= 0(1)M2(T)^ / / (d2
iHi)(x,t)rlp(x,t;y,T)dxdt + 

tTP \x-\i{t+l)\<Cy/t+l 

+0(1)M2(T) V / / (dlH'DMrjpix^y^dxdt 
&„ Jo J   

= ^31 + ^32- 

Since 

(3.67) /si < 0(l)M2(T)/2(2/,T)m^2, 
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one needs only to estimate 132. Note that 

(3.68)/32 < 0(l)M2(T)]r/ J j^<fi(x,t)riP(x,t;y,T)dxdt 
\x-\i(t+l)\>Cy/t+T 

I 
\ 

1/2 

di(x,t)dx 

|x-Ai(t+l)|>CV't+T / 

/ r)2p(x,t;y,T)dx 

\ |x-Ai(t+l)|>CVt+T 

<0(1)M2(T)Y f   7 ^777 ^—i 

It remains to bound I32 for |2/| > 2Cy/T + 1. Rewrite each space integral in 132 as 

f 1 1 f    f--^2 

7{t)" y (t+i)v^^exp\" 

■^ = 0(l)M2(T)T-4. 

<*-»M!* 
4(T - t) j ^ 

with y = y—\i(t+i). Without loss of generality, we assume i > p. If y < —CIC\/T+ 1, 
then 

(3.69)    /    /(t)* < /        /     + / + / 
^0 ^0        y^-OO ./it/ JCy/t+l) 

Vt+l^^t    p\    4(T-t)jz       J 

< 
io    (l + *)lvl     \J-ooVT=t    Pl   4(T-t)/     y 

+ yo    l + tVT-teXPl   4MT-*)} 

VV icv^+ry       I   MT-t)j z 

$ ^ + mT-1/'exp{-y2/^T}. 

We now assume y > ICy/T + 1. There are two subcases 

Case 1. t <E [0,T] fl {t. y < 2CVFTT} = Jj. Then (*+!)> Cy. Thus 

v   1/2 

= 0(1) 

\ |2|>CV?+T / \ |2|>Cv^+T J 

1/2 

< 

2(T -1) 

0(1) 1 
(1 + t)5/4 (t - t)l/4  "  |y|l/2 (1 + i)3/4 (T _ f)l/4 ' 
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which gives 

(3.70) 
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//(*.< 0(1)-^. 

Case 2. t G [0,T] fl {t: y> 2Cy/tTT} = J2. Then y > Aj^ -I-1) + 2Cy/t + 1- So 

/   ~-cVt+T        ry/2    \   / f z2 

[L      +Jcvm  {^rWT^t)!* i'.+ 

Consequently, 

(3.71) / J(t)cft 

< od) Jji+r5/4(T - r1/4exp {-fcM±i))!| * 

<o(i) 

+ 1 1 
1+tl+ffl 

f   ((i+tr^T-tr^expj- (y-A^t+l))2 

4MT-t) 

d* 

+      I      ((H-tJ-s/^T-tr^expj- 
J2n[^-,T] 

1 1 

(y-Ajft + l))2 

4Ai(T-*) 

+ l + U + lfl 
dt 

<0(1) -exp{-g} + M-1log(l + 2/) + (l + |j/|)-1/2 

It follows from (3.67)-(3.71) that 

(3.72) 

Finally we estimate 

dzHv^hiy^KO^M^T). 

0(1)M3(T) f  f Hf(x, t)d?(x, t) T)p(x, t; y, T) dxdt. 
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Comparing this with I3, we see clearly that one needs only to bound the integral 

f   [H*(x,t)$(x,t)riP(x,t\y,T)dxdt 

-0(1) fol (i +
1t)^vr^texp {-«0t} (ki2 + (!+1))-/*dxdt 

=^r( / - /) 
\ |a;|<CV^+T     \x\>CVt+T / 

1 1 
exp 

= 761+ 762 

f    (x - yf \ 1 \ 
\~4(T-t)i (|x|2 + (x + l))3/4jd^ 

These two terms can be bounded easily as follows: 

(3.72). /61 <o(i)^T|(1+*)"f(T-*)"1/2exp{-^r|} x 

^oa^V+rni+Tr^expj-^-jdt 

= 0(l)(l+T)-1/2exp|-^iT|, 

In <  (   0(l)(H-t)-5(T-t)-1/2(ft = 0(l)T-1/2. 

It remains to estimate 1^ for \y\ > Cy/T + 1.   Assume y > C\/T + 1 (the case 
2/ < — CvT+l is similar). Then one has 

(3.73)    /62 < 0(1) /        / + / + / 
•/0      \J-00 JcVT+i      Jy/2   J 

(—L L- expLix-y)2\ I \dxdt 
V(l + t)3/2 VT—i eXP \   4(T - t) / (larl2 + (t + 1))3/4>I ^^ 

<o(i)jrTa + *)^(r-t)-^«p{-i^}* + 

<0(l)T-1/2exP{-^;|+0(l)|2/r
3/2. 

Consequently, one has 

(3.74) d-\y,T)h(y,T) < 0(1)M3(T). 

Collecting estimates (3.61)-(3.62), (3.64)-(3.65), (3.72), and (3.74), we have shown 
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LEMMA 3.4. The following estimate 

(3.75) d;\y,T)\vp(y,T)\ < 0(1){62 +«52
2 +*? +M2(T) +M3(T)} 

/io/rf5 /or a// y anrf T 5iic/i that the solution exists on [0,T]. 
We now turn to the estimate on the derivative dxVp(x, t). Using the representation 

formula (3.32)^ and the proof of Lemma 3.1, one can derive by integration by parts 
and the symmetry in x and y of the scalar dual r)p(x,t; y,T) that 

(3.76) \dyVp{y,T)\ 

/ vv(x, 0)dyr]p(x, 0; y, T) dx < 

rT/2 

+ 

+ 
Ji 

IT/2 

/        / 0(l)\d(x,t)\2\dyr1p(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

f     [ 0(l)(e\dx6\){x,t)r)p(x,t',y,T)dxdt + 
JT/'IJ 

+ fQ  /mZlM    (x>t)\dyTlpfat;yiT)\dxdt + 

+0(1)M2(T) /  lj2^(^t)Hf(x,t)\dyrlp(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

T 

+0(1)M2(T) /    [T{\dxp\*d1){x,t)\dyrip{x,t;y,T)\dxdt 
•/°  J  i*p 

+Q{\)M3{T)J jY^(\dxp\3d3
i)(x,t)\dyr1p(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

+0(1)M3(T) f   fY^Hf(x,t)d3
i(x,t)\dyVp(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

+0(1) /   f \d\3(x,t)\dyTlp(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

+0(l)(Smo + m2
0) j    j exp{-C(t + \x\)}\dyTiP(x,t;y,T)\dxdt 

17 

Since many estimates on the integrals on the right hand side above can be obtained 
in a similar way as for Ii(j < i < 7), so we will only sketch the estimates and point 
out the main differences. Here it goes. Since 

h(y,T)<J\vp(x,0)\\dyriP(x,OiV,T)\dx 

<$/W..«>I£-P{-^}-, 
so the analysis for Ji yields 

(3-77) d;^,T)<-^2. 
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For y > Co(T -j- 1), (the case y < -Co(T + 1) is similar), one has through integration 
by parts that 

(3.78)        I8 = \ f vp(x,Q)dyTiP(x,0',y,T)dx 

=    / dxvp(x, 0) rjp(xy 0; y, T) dx 

<  / |9xv(a?,0)|Typ(a;,0;y,T)da: 

(py/2        /,+00\ 
/       + / \dxvp(x,0)\TiP(x,0',y,T)dx 
J-oo       Jy/2   ) 

£vS?<!,!p{-^}l|8"'(''0)ll" + 

+ l|fl«t;p(->0)(l + |.|o)||L-o / nP{x^y,T)dx 
Jy/2     (1 + Fir 

J/M <C<52 

It follows from (3.77)-(3.78) that 

+ Cd2 
(i + \y\)a 

(3-79) H;\v,T)d;x{v,T)h(y,T) < 0(1)<52. 

Next, consider 

h = 0W J* J \0(x,t)\2\dvVp(x,t;y,T)\ dxdt 

So the analysis for I2 implies that 

d-\y,T)h(y,T)<C5l-j=;. 

If |2/|>C7o(T + l),then 

0(l)m§ 0(l)m§ ^ (1 1 f    (y-^ft+l))2! 
dt 

< msl^ ^{-Sr} 
And so 

(3-80) H;\y,T)d-l{y,T)h{y,T) < 0(1)(52. 

Exactly same analysis applies to 

'10 "/ ,/0(1)(^l^|)(x3^p(a:,^)^(^t;?/,T)da:*. 
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Similarly, 

hey 

admits the bound 

(3.81) H-1(y,T)d;1(y,T)Il9(y,T) < 0(l)m3
o = 0(1)«$2

2. 

Next, 

5(y,T) = 0(l)J  J \e\3(x,t)\dyT}p(x,t;y,T)\dxdt 

(3.82) In = J J I \e\ Y, IdxVj] ) (x,t)\dyVp(x,t;y,T)\ dxdt 

<0(l)M(T)mo|  J    Y,    d^x^- 

Vm     Pl 4(* + l)        / 

\2 f    (y-A.ft+l))2] 
expl-   4C(r+i)   /* 

< 0(1)T-3/4 

where we have used formula (3.58) and (3.51).   We now assume \y\ > Cy/T + 1. 
Consider only the case i > p and y > 0 (the other cases are trivial). Then 

[T   1 1 1 f    (y-Ajft+l))2) 
/o   ^(<+l)3/4VT^eXPl        4C(T + 1)     /^ 

_ f /"* ■   ^ ^   1 1 f   (y-Mt + l))2! ^ 
"V/o  yT/a;v57(*+i)8/4(r-t)i/»expt   ^(T+I) r- 

Since 

/'r/2 i i r (y-Aift+i))2! 
io      ^(t+l)3/4(T-t)i/2exp\ 4(T + 1)      /dt 

/"* 1       1 /   (y-A<(t + i))M ,, , 
^/o      T(rMJ^eXP{-      4{T + 1)      }^ + 

,   Z-7,72 1        1 f   (y-A^+l))2] ^ 
+ y^ T(rT^7iexp{-    4(r+i)    }dt 

< 0(l)T-3/4exp{-4^
2
+1)| + 0(l)T-1/2(l + l^l)-3/4, and 

/•T   1 1 f   (y-A^t+l))2-! 
/x Vr(*+i)3/4(T-t)i/2exp\       4(T+1)     /

dt 
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(1 + T)3/4 T1/4' 

so 

(3.83) d?(v,T)Iii(y,T) < O^M^moT"1^. 

K \y\ >'CQ(T + 1), then it follows from (3.82) that 

/„ < ocDMCD^f E^^^^«P{-"^y }* 

= 0(l)M(T)nH)r-W{-fa^1
1

)
))a}- 

Thus 

(3.84) H^iy^d'Hy^In < 0(l)M(T)mo < 0(1)(52M(T). 

As for (3.65), one can derive easily that 

(3.85) In(y,T) < 0(l)M2(r)T-1log(l + T)exp|-^J , 

and 

(3.86) lufe.T) < 0(1)M3(T)T-1 exp |-^ J 

for some positive constant fj, > 0. Next, 

I12 (y,T) = 0(l)M2(T)l  y'£^(s,t)ff2(M)|0,'fe(*,t;»,T)l<*«ft 

= 0(1)M2(T)^ / / tfH?)(x,t)\dyriP(xAy,T)\dxdt + 
i^v JO J   
^V \x-\i{t+l)\<Cy/t+l 

+0(1)M2(T) V / / (fiH?)(xMdyriP{xAy,T)\dxdt 
^^p,        |x-Ai(t+l)|>av^+T 

— i12 + i12" 

Direct calculation using (3.58) gives 

Tbexp{-^^}<fa* 
<o(i)M2mV C—— L_exp/_fcM±I))!\ < 0(1)^ (i ) 2. yo   ^ (i + *) (T _ t)i/2 exP \ 4CT / 

2 

" eft 
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which can be estimated as for In.  To estimate /j^, we first note that by following 
the analysis for J32 (see (3.68)-(3.71)), one can check easily that 

(3-87) d;1 (y, T)lUy, T) < 0(1)M2{T)T-1'2. 

So it remains to study the case that \y\ > Co(TH-1). We will only consider the integral 

J j (<*? Hftix, t)\dy riP{x, t] y, T) dxdt 

|x-A£(t+l)|>Cv/t4:T 

for i > p and y < —CQ(T 4- 1).   The other cases can be treated similarly.   Setting 
y = y — Xi (t + 1), one can bound the above integral by 

\z\>Cy/t+T 

T   /   py/2 --Cy/t+T        r+oo    \ ^       1 

= 0(1)/       /      +/ +/ )(K2(z, 
JO      \J-oo        Jy/2 JCy/t+lJ 

exp(-^~^ Adzdt. y\  MT-t)J 
The last two integrals are bounded by 

T72 

*))■ z\T-t 

^pl-cfc} (rcvm . r+co\{i   i 0(1) f^Mzshsl ([-cvm + [    ,, KJJo     (t + l)VT=i   \Jy/2 JcVt+i) \\z\VT=l 

= 0(1)7o    (1 +1)«/4 (T - t)B/4 exp j- C(T - t) } 

while the first integral is estimated by 

& (y t) ^-jL-dt 0(1) [ 

<0(1)/ T^ —    . dt + 

fT     _JL 1       1 

hyycJ + i^Jr^t t 

=dt 
t 

PT 

-3/2 = o(i)M 

where we have chosen C\ so that ^ < \y\ICi implies ||| > Co(£ 4-1). Thus we have 
shown that for \y\ > Co(T + 1) 

(3.88) /i2
2(2/,T)<0(l)M2(T)|2/|-3/2. 
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It follows that 

H-^Tj^Hv^h^T) < 0(l)M2(r). 

Comparing 

/is =0(1)M3(T)J jY,Hf(x,t)dl(x,t)\dyrjp(x,t;y,T)\dxdt 
/o 

with I12 and modifying the estimate for /6 slightly, one easily shows that 

(3.89) ffp-1(j/,T)d;1(2/,T)715(j/,T) < 0(1)M3(T). 

Since In is estimated trivially as for I7, we have shown that 
LEMMA 3.5. For all y and T > 0, 

(3.90) d-'iy^H-'iy^ldyV^y^l < 0(1)(62 +% + 6* 4- M2(T) + M3(T)). 

This completes the analysis for wave in the principal field. 

3.4. A priori estimate II — on transversal waves. In this section, we treat 
the waves moving in the transversal directions. The estimates are somewhat more 
complicated than the ones for the principal waves due to the errors induced by the 
approximate scalar dual waves. We start with the basic estimate on Vi(xyt). 

The representation formula (3.31)t for i ^ p gives 

(3.91)     \vi(y,T)\< f \vi(x90)\rii(x90',y9T)dx + 
rp 

+0(1)M(T) j   f\Ei(x,t;y,T)\di(x,t)dxdt + 

+ f   f 0(1) H l^'l2^' *) wC*.*; tf»T) dxdt + 
Jo  J m 

+0(1)M(T) j j^Ta^pK-Xx,t)mix,t;y,T)dxdt + 

+0(l)M(r) jT J IY, dj H^dM j {x, t) mix, t; y, T) dxdt + 

+0(1)M(T) j j YJ(\9\ HJ dMx, t) mix, t- y, T) dxdt + 

+0(1)M2(T) j j ^(Hj <t})(x,t)mix,t; y,T) dxdt + 

T 

+0(1)M2(T) I   f Y^idj dp Hp Hj)ix, t) mix, t; y,T) dxdt + 
■/o  J &P 

+0(l)M2(r) f   f Y^idj dp Hp\dxp\)ix,t)mix,t;y,T) dxdt + 
iitp 
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10 
+0(1)M2(T) f   f^2(\dxp\2(fj)(x,t)r]i(x,t;y,T)dXdt + 

Jo  J J*P 

+0(1) f   I(\dxw(x,t)\3 + \0(x,t)\s)rH(x,t;y,T)dxdt + 

+0(l)(<5mo+TO^) j   lexp{-C(t+\x\)}tH(x,t;y,T)dxdt 

12 

= 5> 
2=1 

with ^ (1 < i < 11) denote in order the integrals on the right hand side of (3.91). 
Each integral Ki will be estimated below. We will make full use of Lemmas 3.2-3.3, 
in particular, the estimate 

which follows from (3.42) in Lemma 3.3. We will always assume i> p (the case i < p 
is similar). First, 

Ki < IfoMjtf.rjIU-IM-.ojiUx <o(i)tf2-L. 

If \y\ > Co(T + 1), then it follows from Lemma 3.3 that 

\x(0,y,T)\>±\y\ + 0(l)VT+l, 

and so 

r^/2 
tfi < f      rH(xAy,T)\vi{x,0)\dx + 

J — oo 

r+00 , (IT 
+ /       %(a:>0;»>T)|t,i(x>0)|(l + N1/2)      7 

ys 1 + \x\v2 

£0(1)i'(TT^- 
Thus 

(3.93) d-1(y,T)^1(2/,T)<0(lM2. 

Next we turn to the estimate of the integral involving the errors due to that ^ does 
not satisfy the scalar dual equation (3.23) exactly. Using (3.33)-(3.34) of Lemma 3.2, 
we have 

K2(y,T) 

= 0(1)M(T) f   j \Ei{x,t\y,T)\di{x,t)dxdt 

<0(l)M(r) \J   f(\dxp\di)(x,t)vi(x,t;y,T)dxdt+ 
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+ /   A|dxp|^)0M)^0M;2/,T)(T- «)-* dxdt ■ 
rn 

+ I  J6{T -trill + tyWrjiMyrfdifat)* 

To treat K^, one notes that 

^ ^{-4^TT)}exp{-^l)} 

4- 

I dxdt = Jft:9
1 + if;2 + x.?. 

= exp I - 
x2 

4[Mr-t) + /i'(t + i)]. 
J _MT-tHV(t+2) / Ai'(t + l)x 

and 

Thus 

W(t + i)Cr-*)  V      M71 - *) + A*'(t + 1) 

exp {"scrny} ^^'^ -0(1)(1+1)1/2   (i ^p)- 

expi-8(FTi)rxpl-4MT^))^ 

^(DM^^-L-^expj-^},, 

If |y-Ai(T4-l)| < CA/TTT, then x = y-X^-t) mod (0(l)v/TrTT) by Lemma 3.3. 
And so 

< odjwpvjf ^^=»p {-^} * - om^*- 

Assume now that y > \i(T + 1) 4- Cx/TTT. Thus x = y- Xi(T -t)+ 0(l)v/TrTT. 
Recall that i > p. We thus have 

< oWMC^r-i exp {-'"-^ ")•'}. 

If 0 < y < Ai(T +1) - CVT + l, it then follows from (3.45)-(3.46) of Lemma 3.3 that 
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dt 

<o(i)M(rMT-'/«eXp{-fc^g±i»!} + 

Finally for ?/ < 0, one has by (3.41) of Lemma 3.3 that 

|a7(t,y,T)| = 12/1 + |^(x^tJKT-t). 

So direct calculation leads to 

j«<o(i)«ernjf^.7!LI-p{-^}* 

In summary we have shown 

(3.95) d-\y,T)K\{y,T) < 0(1)JM(T). 

Similar (even easier) analysis shows 

(3.96) d-^y^Kl^T) < 0(1)6M(T). 

It remains to bound Iff. First we have 

(3.97) K$ = 0(1)M(T)S f   I (T -1)-1/2^ +1)"1/2 rji(x, t; y, T) di{x, t) dxdt 

< 0{\)M{T)5 ! {T-t)-l/*{\ + t)--<\\U;t;y,T)\\Lidt 
Jo 

< 0(1)M(T)(5T-1/4. 

Note that 

(3.98) Kl < 0(l)M(T)5 j J(T - t)-1^! + t)-^*fH(x,t;y,T) 

expl WTT)-\(hdt + 

+0(1)M(T)6 f f (T - t)-1/2(l +1)-1/2 

Tii(x,t;y,T)\x-\i(t+l)\-$dx 

= 0(1)M(T)6(J3 + Ji). 
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Directly calculation gives 

If y > Xi(T + 1) + Cy/TTT, then x - Xi(t + 1) = y - Xi(T + 1) + 0(l)v/Tn by 
Lemma 3.3. So 

^omr-^l-fa-y''}. 
If 0 < y < Ai(T + 1) - CVT-M, then 0 < t < T, and by Lemma 3.3 one has 

Ja <0(1) (jf + jf) (T-V^T - ^-^(l +1)-* exp {-(" " ^ 1))2 } 

<o(i)jr^(r-*)-^(i + t)-*«xp{-^}«p{-^}* 

+0(1) J\-^(T - r1/2(l + t)-i exp {-^"^y1^} *■ 
The second integral is estimated as in the previous step since x > 0. While the first 
integral above is bounded in the same ways as for K^. Since the case for y < 0 is 
trivial, we obtain the desired estimate for J3. We now turn to the estimate on J4. 

\z\>CVt+l 

with 2 = x(t,y,T) - Xi(t:+!)■ If y > Ai(T + 1) + 4C\/TTT, then x = y- A^T + 
1) + OCl)^^^^7! > 2(77^+1 for small 5 by Lemma 3.3. Thus 

Jo   \/t + i 1 -t yj-oo JcVi+T    J%    ) 

f    (z-£)2 )     1    _, 

-i,    (1 +1)3/* (T - t)i/2 eXP {"4C(T - t) } dt + 

/•T      1 1        1 
io    >/* + 1 VT -1 Vi ^ 

Now assume z < \i(T + 1) - 4Cy/T 4-1. We will consider only the case that 0 < y < 
Xi(T + 1) — 4cCy/T 4-1, since y < 0 is treated similarly. Rewrite J4 as 
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where ti is a fixed constant such that Xi(t + 1) > 2Cy/t 4-1 for t > ti. The first 
integral in (3.100) is clearly bounded by 0(1)T~1/2. The third integral is estimated 
in a similar way as in (3.99) by using the fact x = y — \i(T + 1) + 0(l)d\/T -f 1 < 
-2Cy/T -f 1 for t > t as follows from Lemma 3.3, and dividing the space integral 

as /loo +/| CV^^ + /c^+T-   Now for * € [*i»*l» ^ < 0, so \x\ = \x\ + Xi(t + 1) > 
^/JIi(t — t)+\i(t-{-\) > /jL^i by Lemma 3.3. Consequently, 

|2|>Cv/t+T 

r*    i        ii 

+0(1) £ v^TT v^t (i +V^exp {-4cf^T)} dt 

< 0(1)12/ - MT + DP1/2 + 0(l)T-i exp |- ^ " ^ 1)|2 ] . 

We conclude from the above estimates that for |y — Xi(T + 1)| > 4CA/T'+ 1, 

(3.101) J3 + J4 < 0(1)|2/ - A^T + l)!"1/2. 

It follows from (3.97)-(3.98) and (3.101) that 

(3.102) dr1 (2/, T)fff (i/, T) < 0(l)<5M(r). 

This combined with (3.95)-(3.96) yields the desired estimates 

(3.103) d-l{y,T)K2{y,T) < 0(1)SM(T). 

Next, we bound 

K3(y, T) = 0(1) V /   I |^f(x, t) ^(x, *; y, T) dxdt. 
j^Jo   J 

Direct computation leads to that for j < i, (j > i is similar), 

(3.104) /   J \0j\2(x,t)Tii(x,t',y,T)dxdt 

<0(1K r "r— exp(-(^-A^+5|^ 
- KJ 0Jo  VfVt + i     I     4C7(r+i)   / 
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which is clearly bounded by 0(l)m§T-i if \y - \i(T + 1)| < Cy/T+1 and by 

OitfrnlT-1 exp { - ^'^T+I)^ } i{y^ A'(T + 1) + C\/TTl since in this case x - 

X^t + 1) = y -XijT + 1) + (Ai - Xj)(t + 1) + 0(1)VT+1- Now assume 0 < y < 
Xi(T + 1) - CVT+l (the case y < 0 is trivial). Then 

Clearly 

(!uo6) r' ' ^(-g-^'+fi^ 

-mvTrth ^exp\ 4C(T+I) } 
< 0(1)   . 1 

-      Vl + 12/ - Ai(T + 1)| 

while 

/oV.^    /■*   1        1 f    (^-A?(t + l))2l   , 0(1) 

where we have used x < Ofor t < t, (3.46), and -^(x—Aj(t4-1)) = Ai(x,t)—AJ-I-0(1)5 ^ 
0 for small S. It follows that 

(3.107) d-1(2/,T)K3(y,T)<0(l)52
2. 

We now consider 

K4(y,T)EE0(l)M(T) /   [ Y,(\dxP\dj)(x,t)r1i(x^y,T)dxdt. 
Jo   J  rtP 

It should be clear that one needs only to treat the integral 

/    / \dxp\(x,t)dj(x,t)r)i(x,t;y,T)dxdt 

for j ^ p. But this is carried out exactly as for K^ to obtain 

(3.108) dj\y,T)K^y,T) < 0(1)M(T)51. 

Similarly, one has 

(3-109) dT\y,T)K^y,T) < 0(1)M(T)(J1, 

where 

K5(y,T) = 0(l)M(T)J j l^djH^d^ J (x,t)rH(x,t;y,T)dxdt. 
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Next, consider 

Ke(y,T) = 0(1)M(T) j JY,W\Hi<ij)(x>t)Vi(x,t;y,T)dxdt. 

The only nontrivial integral in Kg is 

y   [(\0i\HidiXx,t)mix,t;y,T)dxdt 

< 0(
0
1)mo f

T f 1      exp /_fcM+i))!} x 

x exp | -4
a:,;r_ . \ di(x, t) dxdt 

-0(1)TOoyo  0TWVTexpV   4C(T+i)   idt 

< OMmoT-^exp |-J^^)l!| for all y > 0> 

by following the analysis for K^{y,T). It follows that 

(3.110) dr^y^KefaT) < 0(l)M(T)mo < 0(1)M(T)J2. 

We next turn to the integral 

For fixed j 

J   [(HJdjHxrfriifatiy^dxdt 

■jff   /   +   /   , 
\ |x-Aj(t+l)|<C\/t+T     |x-Aj(t+l)|>Cv^+T/ 

(Hf dj)(x, t) %(x, t; y, T) dxdt 

Now, 

j5-0(1)yo/(.+i)3/2VT^exp(—WTT)—!exp\-W^)!dxdt 

and similar (even easier) analysis as for K3 and KQ applies. It thus remains to estimate 
JQ. First, one has 

(3.111) J, = j j (H2
5%){x,t)m{x,t\v,T)dxdb 

|a;-Ai(t+l)|>CV/t+I 

-1/4 <0(1)/  (H-t)-5/4(T-t)-icZt = 0(l)T- 
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So we will consider only the case that \y — Xi(T + 1)| > 4CvT + l. Rewrite JQ as 

r n/,X     fT        1 1 f ( (Z-X)2    \    dz rdt 
 \z\ 

\z\>cVt+i 

with x = x(t] y,T) - X^t 4-1). If y > Xi(T 4-1) + 4Cy/T + T, then x = (y - Xi(T + 
!)) + (Ai - Aj)^ + 1) 4- 0(l)(5v/TTT. The easy case that j < i is treated as in (3.99). 
For j > iy 

J6<0(1)' ^ f        \ dt 

Clearly, 

while 

/ + / ) 

X 

|«|>CV5+T 

(t+l)%/T^t 

/■        r   (z-x)21 ^ 

<3'u2)     y ^DVT^ y ^{-tiT^ini 

sow     / dt 

(t + l)5/4(T-t)i 

< o(i) y d* 
-   to-MT + lJlW    (l+t)3/4(T-t)l/4' 

,,11,x /" dt /■ J     (z-£)2 ) dz 

{^>2C^/^FT} |z|>C\/t+T 

/" dt     (f      + r   + r 
{x>2CVt+l} 

f     (z-x)'2 ) dz 

f 0(1) f     g2   \ 
J (l + t)5/4(T-t)i/texp\   4CTJ     + 

f+T} 

f 0M   1 

J l+t\x\ 

< 

{x^CvSt+T} 

+ / ^:^d* 
{x>2Cy/t+l} 

< 0{l)\y-\i(T 4-1)!"1/2 

We next treat the case that 0 < y < Xi(T 4-1) - ACy/T 4-1. By Lemma 3.3 it is easily 
verified that there exists a fixed constant a > 0 so that 

(3.114) x < 0, |J| > 2Cy/t + 1    for all    t G [0, o-t] 
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provided that 6 is small. Thus 

v / \zl>CVt+T 

^n,i\ fT   i      dt    AZ-.S r*     * 

< 0(1)12/ -A^r+i))-1^. 

We conclude from above estimates on J5 and Jg that 

(3.116) drl(y,T) J Jj^iHjfyix^inix^y, 

Consequently, 

(3.117) -f-1' 

■,r)&rd*<0(l). 

(3.117) d^iy, T)[K7 + Kg] < 0(1)M2(T). 

The rest of K's can be treated easily. For example, 

(3.118) K9 = 0(l)M2(T)f  j \S2djdr\dxp\ J (x^mix^y^dxdt 

< 0(1)M2(T) Jj IY^dj I'M2 I Vi(x, t;y,T) dxdt + 

+0(1)M2(T) J yVp H$)(x,t) mix,t; y,T) dxdt, 

< 0(l)M2(T)di(y,T) +0(l)M2S2di(y,T) 

as follows from (3.116) and the similar analysis for K4; 
rp 

(3.119) K10=0(1)M2(T) f   fT{\dxp\2d2){x,t)ni{x,t-y,T)dxdt 
Jo J J*P 

<0(l)M2(T)^(j/,r) 

by the estimate for K4; 

(3.120) Ku=0(l)f   f(\dM*>t)\3 + \0(*,t)\3)*H(*,tiV,T)<to<to 

<0(1)M3(T)  J J^2((fijHf)(x,t)rH(x,t;y,T)dxdt 

+ f J (J2 \dxp\3d?) (*, t) mix, t; y, T) dxdt 

+0(1) / /S^(a;'')%(:c't] y'T) dxdt 

<0(l)(M3(T) + (53 + m^K(j/,T); 
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and finally, 

(3.121) lTi2=0(l)((&mo+mg) f   f exp{-C(t+\x\)}r)i(x,tiy,T)dxdt 

<0(l)((Jmo + m§)di(y,r) 

through direct computation. 
Collecting all the estimates, (3.93), (3.103), (3.107)-(3.110), and (3.117)-(3.121), 

we arrive at 
LEMMA 3.6. For 8 suitably small, one has that 

(3.122) dr1(l/,T)My,T)l < 0(1)(«2 + si + ^ + M2(T) + M3(T)) 

for all (y, T) e ffi1 x (0, oo) and i ^ p. 
This completes the basic estimate for the transversal waves. Next we proceed to 

derive the necessary a priori estimates on the derivatives of the transversal waves in 
order to complete the bound on M(t) defined in (3.52). It follows from representation 
formula (3.32)j and Lemma 3.1 that 

\diVi{y,T)\ < \Jvo(x,0)dyr1i(x,0;y,T)dx 

(3.123) 

+ 

+ /    / dyEi(t,x;y,T)vi(x,t)dxdt 

(1) /     JYstijMWv Vi(x,t;y,T)\ dxdt + 

(i)JT   f I Y^\9j\dz9jI I (x,t)r1i(x,t;y,T)dxdt + 

(!) /       / yi(\vj\\dxp\)(x,t)\dyr1i(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 
Jo     J !*P 

W fT  ['£(\vj\(\dxp\2 + \d2
xp\))(x,t)?j(x,t;y,T)dxdt + 

wf Jj2(\d*vi\M(x>t)\dyriiMy,T)\dxdt + 

(1) /    [(\0\\dxv\)(x,t)\dyr)i(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

(1W    l\dxv\2(x,t)\dyr]i(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

M f  [Y,(\d*pfv'j)(x>t')\dyriiMy>T)\dxdt + 
Jo   J  5*P 

(1) j   f(\dxw(x,t)\3 + \e(x,t)\3)\dyrii(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

(l)(5m0 + ml) /       exp{-(l + \x\)}\dyj]i(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 

+0(1) 
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/T/2J 
+0(l)(5mo + m^) /     [exp{-C(t+\x\)}fji(x,t;y,T)dxdt 

JT/2J 

25 

i=i3 

where rji is bounded as in (3.34), and we have used (3.39) and integrations by parts 
in the derivation of (3.123). Each Kj, (13 < j < 25), denoting in order the integrals 
on the right hand side of (3.123), will be estimated separately. We will always assume 
i > p. Note that 

(3.124)        \dyrii(x,t',y,T)\ < 0(1)-J= rji(x,t;y,T) 

_    0(1) 1 /_m|MillT)l 

with some fixed JJ, > 0. First, the analysis for Ki, gives 

<0(l)T-*cfc(j,,T). (3.125) \K13(y,T)\ = ifvoMdyrafaOw^dx 

For \y - Xi(T -j- 1)| > Co(T +1), we can obtain by using (3.39) and integration by 
parts that 

(3.126) \K13(y,T)\ < I /^(s.OJ^^tjifoOjy.TJda: + 

+0(1) /'K(x,0)|^(a;,0,y,T)|^/>(a:,0)|dx 

< 0(1)62(1+ \y-\i(T + l)\)-a 

by the same argument as in (3.78). It follows from (3.125)-(3.126) that 

(3-127) Hr\y,T)drl(y,T)K13(y,T) <0(1)52. 

Next, we bound K14 by 

rT 
#14 = 

< 

/    / dyEi(t,x;y,T)vi(x,t)dxdt 

/ dyEi(t,x]y,T)vi(x,t)dxdt +   /    / dyEi(x}t',y,T)vi(x,t)dxdt 

which we denote in order by Kl4 and Kf^ respectively. Note first that 

(3.128) dyEi(x,t;y,T) zEiix^y.T) 

with Ei(x,t;y,T) satisfying bound (3.33) as for Ei, which follows direct computation 
using (3.30). Thus 

T 

(3.129) Kl4(y,T) < J* f {dyEfaxiyW \vi(x,t)\ dxdt 
T 

<0(l)-^M(J')i1<ii(!/,7') 
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as follows from the analysis on K2. As for K'^, we use (3.35)-(3.36) in Lemma 3.2 to 
obtain 

(3.130) K2
u(y,T) /    / dyEi(x,t;y,T)Vi(x,t)dxdt 

< /x J^^\dxvi(x,t)\\Ei(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

+1^I ]^^-\vi(x,t)\\Ei(x,t;y,T)\dxdt + 

rp 

+ [ f \oi(x,t)\\Ei(x,t\y,T)\dxdt 

rp 

< Q{l)M{T)T-V2 j^ JiHfat) + MMIXl +t)1/2 

di(x,t)\Ei(x,t; y,T)\ dxdt + 
rp 

+0(1)M(T)T-1/2 /   f \di(x,t)\\(t+ l)1'2 Eiix^y^dxdt 

<0(l)M(X)T-1f2di(y,'r)S1 

Thus, 

(3.131) T^d-\y,T)Ku{y,T) < 0(l)*iM(T). 

To obtain the faster decay of Ku(y,T) for \y - X^T + 1)| > Co(T + 1), we rewrite 
Ku as 

rp 

(3.132) K14(y,T) < 0(1)M(T) f    ({Hidi){x,t)\Ei(x,t\y,T)\dxdt + 

+0(1)M(T) j   I ^p^x^Eiix^y^dxdt 

+0(1)M(T) A   I di{x,t)\Ei(x,t;y,T)\dxdt. 

By the structures of ^ and Ei and the estimate of K2 for ly - Aj (T +1) | > Co (T +1), 
we see clearly that the least non-trivial term on the right hand side of (3.132) is 

rp 

0(1)M(T)<5 j   /"j3i(af,t)dj(x,*)(T-t)-1/2(H-t)-1/2q<(a:>t;V>T)darcft. 

By inspecting the estimate for K^, one needs only to bound the integral 

J' = i7vmrb     /     e*p{-Ji^lL}K<M)M-'^ 
\z\>Cy/t+l 

with x — x(t, y,T) - Xi(t 4-1). We will only consider that i > p and CQ(T -j- 1) < y < 
Ci(T+l) for any fixed constant Ci > Co, since the other cases can be treated similarly. 
Then in this case, x = y - Xi(T-f 1) + 0(1) dy/T + l. Set /? = 3 - 2a. Then | < (3 < 1 
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since 1 < a < 5/4. Fix a positive constant C2 so that C2(1 + T)0 + 0(1)SvT+T > 
I (72 (14- T)^. Rewrite J7 as 

(3.133) J7= fy +y 
C2(l+T)^ 

eft 

^Lc^r-I-^)}^"^1""2" VM
7
!^ -1) J\zl>cvm 

= J714- J72 • 

FortG [0,T-C2(1-I-T)^7J> 00^+1)4^(1+^40(1) c^l-fT)1/* > c0(m) + 

^(1+T)^. And soi^ (2 - Si(l +T)/*, t) = (|2- ^ (1 +^|2a-1 4 (t + 1))~1/2 by 
definition of ilT (see (3.51)). Consequently, 

T-C2(l+T)^ 
(3.134)   J71 = [ 

Jo 

r+00 

Jx—^ 

< 0(1) / 
./o 

+ 0(1)/ 

dt 

VtT\{T -1) _ 

(2-5)2 

-CVWT nx-^(l+T) 

+ ,_ 
-00 ^+Cv/H:T 

/3N 

exp 
•(l+T)^ 

T-C2(l+T)^ 

(1 + ^)5/4^/7^—^ 
1 rcKi + T)^" 

exp- 
32(T -1) 

d< 

1 

v/mv/T^t x-^(i+T)/?ra(ft 

Since exp { - %^J^ } < exp { C?2(1g2<3 '} and 2/3 > 1. Next, 

(3.135) Jn = 
JT- 

dt 

C2(H-T)/3 (T -1) >/*+ 1 

-cV^+T 

-oo JC 

x-^(l+Tf 

CVt+T 

+ 
Kl+T)/3 

exp r (*-302i 
1 MT-t)J K{z,t)\z\-l'2dz 

<-L 
MT-t). 

0(1) f   C2(l + T)^' 

T-C2(l+T)^ (1 + t)5/*,/T=t 
exp f  (72(1+ rn 

I 32M      / dt 

+ 
/ JT-C 

0(1) dt 

+o(i)(i + r)-1+f 

= 0(1) |y-Ai(T + I)]"0 

s-fd + ry 
-1/2 

It follows that 

(3.136) fff * dTfe.Dtfufo.T) < 0(l)*iM(T). 
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Next, since 

#15 = 0(1) P [^efoitMviMy^ldxdt 
Jo J w 

T 

=0(i)T-i/2 r (Y\o%dxdt, 
Jo   J m 

Ku = 0(1) j J I Y, lejKdJj) J (x,t) Vi(x,t;y,T)dxdt 

= o(i)T-1/2 j    JY.^nidxdt, 
JT/2J    j¥:i 

so (3.124) and the analysis for Kz leads to 

(3.137) H-1 d-l{y,T){K15{y,T)±Kl(i{y,T)) < 0(1)52
2. 

Similarly 

K^{y,T) = 0(1) (      fY^^jWdMx^dyrnMy^dxdt 
Jo     J rtP 

< 0(i)M(T)r-1/2y2 y 5;(|Mdi)(M)fo(*,t;y,r)|(fcdt, 

so the analysis for K.] yields 

(3.138) Hf1 dT'lfT^.T) < 0(1)M(T)61, 

and 

(3.139)#18(j/,T) = 0(l) f     [ Y^ilvjlildzp]2 + \dlp\)(x,t)?ji(x,t;y,T)dxdt 

< 0(l)M(T)T-1/2 I     fY/(\dxp\di)(x,t)^(x,t;y,T)dxdt 
JT/2J i#p 

< 0(l)<5M(T)-1/2di(2/,T)ifi(y,T). 

Consider now 

0       JVP 

<0(1)M(T) / ) V/^^^l^^^l^^^^T)^^. 

So by a trivial modification of the estimate for Kj shows that 

(3.140) Hr\y,T)d-l{y,T)Kw{y,T) < 0(1)5M(T) 
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Following the analysis for K^, K3 and KQ, we see that 
rp 

(3.141)       K2o(y,T) = o(i)l J{\9\\dxv\)M\dvni{x,t;y,T)\dxdt 

-""^tDjf^-')(. + !)/ 

We now turn to estimate the integrals involving the nonlinear terms. First, 

K21(y,T) = 0(l)f   f\dxv(x,t)\2\dym(x,t;y,T)\dxdt 

< o(i)M2(T) J  -j=== I^(H* 4)(x,t)%(*,*;V,T) dxM- 

Now one can repeat the derivation (3.116) almost line by line with obvious modifica- 
tions to show that 

(3.142) K2i(y,T) < 0(l)M2(T)di(2/5T)i7i(7/,T). 

Next, as in the estimates for 1^17, Ifig, and K19, we can obtain 

rT 

/o 
\j-f-y 

1 

(3.143)   K22{y,T) = Q{\) J j f ^ M^vtf j {xtt)\%m{x,t\ytT)\dxdt 

< 0(1)M 
J0 v/(*+*)(^-i)^ 

/" ^ (x, *) |5xp(x, t) 11% (x, *; j/, T) I (ktft 

<0(l)M2(r)«51
2di(2/,T)^(2/,T). 

The higher order terms can be handled easily. Indeed, 

K23(y,T) = 0(l)J  y(|flx«;(a:><)|2 + |5(af>*)|3)|fly»ft(x,t;i,,r)|<fadt 

<0(1)M3(T)   y7 {1+tY/?{T_ty/ijEd3A*>t)Vi(x,t-,y,T)dxdt+ 

+ jf  (T_t)i/2 y 1^4(a;'*)l^/o(a;'*)l3^(a;'*;2/'T)dx 

-,-0(1) r^ ^M/2 \Y,e)MniMy,T)dx. 
Jo  v-t)' J i#p 

The first two integrals on the right hand side above can be estimated as in (3.142) for 
K2i{y,T), while the last integral above is estimated as for K20 (see (3.141)). Thus 

(3.144) K.iZ(y,T) < (0(1)M3(T)(1 + J3) + OMmJDdjfo.TWy.T). 
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Finally, the integrals involving exponentially decay terms can be estimated triv- 
ially to obtain 

(3.145) lf24(y,T) + lf25(y,r) = 0(l)(<Jmo + m§) 

I   f expi-Cdtl + lxDldyriiMy^ldxdt 

+ /     [ exp{-C(t+\x\)}iji(x,t;y,T)dxdt 
JT/'iJ 

^OiWl+mfrdifaTmytT). 

Collecting all the estimates we have obtained thus far, (3.125), (3.131), (3.136)- 
(3.145), we conclude that 

LEMMA 3.7. For all y £ M1, T > 0, it holds that 

(3.146) IdyVifaT)] <0(l)((J2+^ + ^ + M2(T)-f M^T^^T^^T),   i^p 

provided that Si is suitably small. 
This completes the a priori estimate on the transversal waves. 

3.5. Proof of the stability theorem. With the a priori estimates derived in 
the previous two subsections, we can now complete the proof of our main theorem 
easily. Indeed, it follows from Lemmas 3.4-3.7 and (3.51)-(3.53) that 

(3.146)a M(T) < 0(1)0*2 + Si + 61 + M2(T) + M3(T)) 

provided that 6 = \u+ — U-\ < Si is suitably small. So if M(T), Si and S2 are small, 
we then have 

(3.147) M(T)<0(l)(*i+*2). 

Furthermore, we note that (3.8) implies 

M(0)< 0(l)OJi+<J2). 

Consequently, 

(3.148) M(t) < 0(l)(Si + S2)    for   t > 0 

and for suitably small Si and 82 by continuity. We thus have shown 
PROPOSITION 3.8. (A priori estimate.) LetT be any positive constant. Suppose 

w(x,t) is a smooth solution to the Cauchy problem (3.4)-(3.8) defined on the time 
interval [0,T] and v(xjt) is the corresponding characteristic variable (3.9). Let M(t) 
be defined by (3.52). Then there exist positive constant So and C independent of time 
T so that if Si -f 82 < 80, then 

(3.149) M(t) < COJi + 82)   for all   tE[0,T], 

and 

(3.150) \vi(x,t)\ < C(61+82)(\x - Xi(t + 1)|2 + (t + 1))-*, 

VxViix, t)\ <C(Si + 82)(x ((x - Xi)(t + 1)),t)\x - Mt + l)!20"1 

+(t + l)-*(|x - Xiit + 1)|2 + (t + l))-i 

for all t E [0,r], where x(x,t) is the characteristic function of the interval 
[-Co(t + l),Co(t+l)]. 

Now the theorem follows from Proposition 3.8 by the standard argument for 
parabolic equations [9]. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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4. An application. In this section we will show that our general theory can be 
applied to an interesting case, a viscous perturbation of the 1-dimensional compress- 
ible Euler equations for the ideal poly tropic gases. This leads to an improved stability 
result over the one given in [13]. 

Consider the 1-dimensional compressible Euler equations in Lagrangian coordi- 
nates: 

{dtv - dxu = 0 
dtu + dxp = 0 x G M1,    t>0 
dtE + dx{up) = o 

where v,u,E, and p are specific volume, velocity, total energy, and pressure respec- 
tively. Let e be the internal energy. Then E = e 4- |w2. For the ideal polytropic gases 
[2], the equation of state is given by 

(4.2) p(v,e)=C- 
V 

with C a positive constant which will be assumed to be one without loss of generality. 
A contact discontinuity solution to (4.1) can be taken as (u,v,E) such that 

(4.3) 5 = 0,    p=l9    v(x,t) = { l^    X<0 

x>0 

where v± are positive constants, and v+ ^ v-. 
We study the large time asymptotic behavior of solutions toward the inviscid 

discontinuity given in (4.3) for the corresponding viscous system of the form 

{dtv - dxu = ed'^v, 
dtu + dxp = edlu, x e M1,    t > 0 
dtE + dx(up)=edlE7 

(v,u,E)(x,0) = (vo(x),vo(x),Eo(x)),        xeR1 

where £ is a positive constant.   The viscous contact wave (v,u,E)(x,t), defined in 
(2.2), simply becomes 

(4.5)        5(M)=0,    P(v,e)=p=l,     {^f^ + (y+-v-)H(x). 

To show that (v,u,E)(x,t) is nonlinearly stable, we need only to verify that the 
structural condition (1.8) are fulfilled in this case. This can be checked easily. Indeed, 
the Jacobi matrix of the flux function in (4.1) is 

(4.6) A = 

(        0 -1 0 \ 
_£ _M 1 

V V V 

\        V r        V V   / 

The characteristic speeds are eigenvalues of A, 

(4.7) Xi = -\f^,    A2=0,    X3 = M. V v V v 
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With corresponding right and left eigenvectors 

(4.8) 

ri 

h = 

h = 

Note that VA* •ri = |^Ai7^0,i = l,3, so the corresponding fields are genuinely 
nonlinear. The waves in these fields are said in the sound wave family. A2 = 0, so the 
characteristic field is linearly degenerate, which is called entropy wave family. The 
inviscid contact discontinuity, defined in (4.3), is associated with this family. For fixed 
V-, the contact wave curve through (v-^U-^E-) = (i;_,0,v_) is given 

(4.9) v — v-^    u = u-=0,    p = p- = l. 

So long the contact curve (4.9), one has 

(4.10)   Vr2 • r2 = 

and 

(4.11) Vfe 2 -r-z 

f 

\ 

op .   op 
yt + m-v 1 

0 
TTU^ -t- ^a^ 

0 
0 

_2  .  2 
v ^ v 

.pv 2pv 

Consequently, our general theorem in section 2 applies and the leading order asymp- 
totic ansatz is given by a superposition of two nonlinear diffusion waves in the sounds 
waves families and a shift viscous contact wave in the entropy wave family. 
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